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Abstract. Managing the crisis caused by natural disasters,

and especially by floods, requires the development of effec-

tive evacuation systems. An effective evacuation system must

take into account certain constraints, including those related

to traffic network, accessibility, human resources and mate-

rial equipment (vehicles, collecting points, etc.). The main

objective of this work is to provide assistance to technical

services and rescue forces in terms of accessibility by offer-

ing itineraries relating to rescue and evacuation of people and

property. We consider in this paper the evacuation of an ur-

ban area of medium size exposed to the hazard of flood. In

case of inundation, most people will be evacuated using their

own vehicles. Two evacuation types are addressed in this pa-

per: (1) a preventive evacuation based on a flood forecasting

system and (2) an evacuation during the disaster based on

flooding scenarios. The two study sites on which the devel-

oped evacuation model is applied are the Tours valley (Fr,

37), which is protected by a set of dikes (preventive evacua-

tion), and the Gien valley (Fr, 45), which benefits from a low

rate of flooding (evacuation before and during the disaster).

Our goal is to construct, for each of these two sites, a chrono-

logical evacuation plan, i.e., computing for each individual

the departure date and the path to reach the assembly point

(also called shelter) according to a priority list established for

this purpose. The evacuation plan must avoid the congestion

on the road network. Here we present a spatiotemporal opti-

mization model (STOM) dedicated to the evacuation of the

population exposed to natural disasters and more specifically

to flood risk.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of the evacuation of peo-

ple exposed to a risk of flooding. Arranged with specific

urban databases (flooding scenarios, census of population,

transport network, etc.), the model developed here enables

us to compute the evacuation routes to be taken by the

affected population while minimizing the total evacuation

time. This optimization model must take into account sev-

eral constraints, such as accessibility (Geurs and Wee, 2004;

Chapelon and Leclerc, 2007; Mathis et al., 2007), roads ca-

pacity, capacity of safe areas, vulnerability of the population

exposed to risk (lists of priorities, scheduling) and vulnera-

bility of transport network (roads cut during floods) (Fuchs

et al., 2007; Plattner, 2005; Matisziw and Murray, 2009;

Caloz and Collet, 2011).

The occurrence time of a flood event is known in advance

(at least 48 h before), a period during which the population

concerned should exit the area (Patouillard et al., 2013). The

evacuation process must be prepared, i.e., fixing a departure

date and escape route for each household to the associated

safe area.

The evacuation of stakes (buildings, nuclear centers, hos-

pitals, etc.) exposed to natural hazards (floods, earthquakes,

tornadoes, volcanoes, tsunamis, etc.) was and is a problem

that occupies a high position in the hierarchy of priorities of

governments of multiple countries. The US Department of

Homeland Security defines the evacuation of an area as “the

organized, phased, and supervised withdrawal, dispersal, or

removal of civilians from dangerous or potentially dangerous

areas, and their reception and care in safe areas” (National

Incident Management System, December 2008, p. 139).
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Figure 1. Phases of the evacuation process (Stepanov and Smith, 2009).

The evacuation of areas prone to natural (such as floods) or

technological (such as nuclear risk) hazards can be one of the

measures for the protection of urban issues. It requires sys-

tems and decision support tools mainly to protect the lives

of people. The reorganization of routing traffic in densely

populated areas is a very important element for a massive

emergency evacuation. Safety and minimization of delays

and total travel time are the main aspects to be taken into ac-

count during an evacuation. This reorganization of the traffic

can be modeled and solved by tools of operations research

(Bretschneider and Kimms, 2012).

The total evacuation time can be defined as the time

needed for an evacuation process that includes the warning

time, preparation time, travel time between dangerous and

safe areas and evacuation verification time (Bretschneider

and Kimms, 2012; Hamacher and Tjandra, 2001). Stepanov

and Smith (2009) show that the complex process of evacua-

tion includes several consecutive phases (see Fig. 1).

Missions and necessary tasks need to be coordinated

among government and nongovernmental organizations

(Bretschneider and Kimms, 2012). The realization phase it-

self consists of evacuating the affected population through

the network prepared for this purpose. This includes the paths

computed from areas to be evacuated (buildings, neighbor-

hoods, etc.) to safety areas (shelters, assembly points, etc.).

Transportation planning that includes the design and the eval-

uation of transport infrastructure (highways, streets, public

transport routes, etc.) is required to ensure that the entire pop-

ulation exposed to hazard has the opportunity to safely leave

the risk zone. This includes the planning of routing and the

organization of traffic circulation on evacuation routes. As

only a part of the population is evacuated using their own

vehicles, adequate transportation must be provided for the

other part of the population (e.g., nursing homes, hospitals,

prisons).

Since 1960 many studies have been conducted in the fields

of optimization and evacuation planning. Those works can be

grouped into two: the optimization approaches of an evacu-

ation plan with specific objectives and the evaluation pro-

cess of existing evacuation plans to check and validate them.

While validation approaches are usually of the microscopic

type, optimization approaches are rather macroscopic (dy-

namic network flow) or microscopic (traffic assignment) and

manage the evacuees’ movements over time. Contrary to

microscopic models (Naghawi, 2010; Lammel et al., 2010;

Powell et al., 1995), the macroscopic methods (Yusoff et al.,

2008; Bretschneidera and Kimms, 2011; Saadatsresht et al.,

2009) do not take into account human behavior and inter-

action between vehicles. Indeed, evacuees are treated as a

homogenous group where only common characteristics are

considered. These methods tend to minimize the total evac-

uation time. Between the two previous levels (macroscopic

and microscopic), the mesoscopic methods (Naser and Birst,

2011; Dixit, 2005; Bormanna et al., 2012) allow us to follow

in real time the trajectory of each vehicle (its position in the

network). However, these methods do not take into account

either the behavior of evacuees or the interaction of vehicles

with their environment.

We are interested in a spatiotemporal optimization model

(STOM)1 to develop a two-stage mesoscopic model com-

bining dynamic network flow and traffic assignment mod-

els. This choice is a trade-off between the accuracy of the

microscopic model and the application of the macroscopic

one (modeling of large networks). The first stage concerns

the development of an evacuation scheduling system based

on an established priority list, where we evacuate, at each

time slot (1 h, 0.5 h, etc.) and by priority order, the maxi-

mum number of vehicles from each building not yet totally

evacuated. Roads capacity, predetermined evacuation paths

and destination capacity must be respected during the assign-

ment of flow. Based on this result, a vehicles pursuit model

(VPM) is also developed in order to, first, convert the dis-

crete process (time slots) to a continuous one (time intervals)

and, second, avoid overlap between successive time inter-

vals. This overlap may occur on network roads because the

sources from which flow is outgoing (incoming to network

roads) at each time slot vary over time. VPM minimizes the

evacuation departure times of buildings. The flow-dependent

travel time on roads is computed using a polynomial traffic

model (Ardekani et al., 2011; Trani, 2009) which is also used

to compute the capacity (maximal flow rate) on roads based

1This study is a part of ACCELL project funded by “la Région

Centre, France” and the European Union (FEDER).
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Figure 2. STOM evacuation model.

on the free-flow speed, jam density and number of lanes of

roads.

2 Evacuation model reformulation

At time of evacuation, inhabitants of a site exposed to hazard

must be evacuated through the transport network to the as-

sembly points equipped for this purpose (Southworth, 1991).

This operation must be based on a plan computed by an evac-

uation model under certain constraints (hazard, accessibility,

vulnerability, etc.). A definition of the evacuation plan, ap-

plied to the case of the tsunami but easily applied to the case

of flooding, was given by the Intergovernmental Oceano-

graphic Commission of UNESCO.

The primary aim of an invoked tsunami evacua-

tion plan should therefore be to guide all affected

persons along the evacuation routes towards safe

places (which are primarily supposed to be outside

the reach of tsunami waves but could also be in-

side the flooded area), also called assembly facili-

ties or emergency shelters, and in time (time span

between alarm and arrival of first wave taking into

account for each person the distance to the next

emergency shelter) (SCHEER, VARELA, EFTY-

CHIDIS, 2012).

The flowchart in Fig. 2 shows the steps of the evacuation

model STOM. The first step is the formation of the spatial

input database which includes an urban network database

(highways and arterials), buildings to be evacuated (Sect. 3)

and safety points (Sect. 4). The next step includes the for-

mation of groups of buildings by network nodes (Sect. 3).

The third step concerns the reconfiguration of network ac-

cording to the preferences of decision-makers (reservation

of few specific ways to rescue forces, authorization of no

entry, etc.). The fourth step of the model consists of asso-

ciating one or more shelters with each group of buildings

(Sect. 4). The fifth step calculates the K-best paths between

each group of buildings and each safety point associated. The

sixth step computes an evacuation plan based on an evacua-

tion scheduling system and a VPM. The next step simulates

and checks the evacuation plan. Finally, a mapping of the fi-

nal evacuation plan is proposed.

The construction of the database (network, buildings, shel-

ters, population) required for the evacuation model is not ad-

dressed here. We focus in this paper on showing only the

veritable steps for constructing an evacuation plan.

3 Grouping of buildings

The first step is to assign each building to the nearest network

node using the airline distance from the centroids of build-

ings to the extremities of arcs. This assignment results in the

formation of groups of buildings by network node. Note that

we do not work here on either a microscopic scale (buildings)

or a macroscopic scale (neighborhood, area, etc.) but on an

intermediate scale, that is to say mesoscopic (group of build-

ings). Figure 3 shows this step on a part of the Tours valley

where buildings that are assigned to the same network node

have the same color.
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Figure 3. Assignment of buildings to nearest network nodes.

This assignment can be a source of difficulty in traffic if

the distance between the centroid of buildings and the near-

est network nodes is relatively large. The diagram in Fig. 4

shows that this distance (per interval classes) is low for the

majority of buildings in the Tours valley. Otherwise, inter-

mediate nodes must be created in order to minimize that dis-

tance.

Henceforth we define “building” as a group of buildings

assigned to the same network node.

4 Safety points

Safe points, shelters or assembly points are spaces equipped

to receive evacuees before or during floods and for a long or

short time (Lindell and Prater, 2007). They are determined on

the basis of a multi-criteria analysis (vulnerability, bridges,

etc.) and with the support of local actors (departmental di-

rectorates, territories, prefectures, etc.) (Stage, 2011, 2013).

Thus, safe points should provide sufficient reception capac-

ity in terms of people and vehicles, be located in areas pro-

viding a rapid response medical assistance and humanitar-

ian aid, etc. The determination of shelters in our model and

as we mentioned above is not performed by an optimization

approach (selection of a number of shelters among a set of

candidates) but directly by the decision-makers. It should be

noted that the location and the number of shelters may have

significant impact on the evacuation time which, in turn, de-

pends on two elements: the capacity of network and the travel

time.

As for buildings, assembly points are also assigned to the

closest network nodes. From these assignments we can di-
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Figure 4. Number of buildings according to their distance from the

nearest network nodes.

vide network nodes into three categories: (1) nodes grouping

buildings, or node-building; (2) nodes associated with assem-

bly points, or node-shelter; and finally (3) all the remaining

nodes that hold nothing.

It should be noted that a node-building can be a crossing

node for vehicles coming from other node-buildings. In other

words, those vehicles are not authorized to stay in intermedi-

ate nodes at the evacuation (Lim et al., 2012).

The last assignment related to the construction of evacu-

ation network corresponds to the association of each build-

ing with one or more safety points according to the follow-

ing criteria: (1) distance to hazard, or “air-line distance”;

(2) proximity of buildings from safety points, or “shortest

path”; (3) reception capacities of assembly points in terms

of vehicles and people; and (4) existence of at least one es-

cape route, in which assignment of buildings to safe points is

changed according to flood evolution over time (road cuts).

Figure 5 shows the assignment of buildings of the Tours

valley to two safety points (north and south).

5 Determination of evacuation routes

The last step to build the evacuation network is to determine

the evacuation routes to be taken by the affected population.

These paths can be provided as input data for the evacuation

model STOM. Otherwise, a paths’ computation method is

applied to compute a set of k-best paths between each build-

ing and each safety point associated (see Alaeddine et al.,

2014c). The determination of paths is performed according

to two main objectives: the minimization of total clearance

time and the maximization of the acceptance degree of these

paths by the evacuees. The first objective can be achieved

by computing a large number of paths between each origin

and destination. However, because the evacuees of an origin

will not accept, firstly, a large number of paths and, secondly,

long paths in terms of travel time, we determine the paths

and their number by a compromise between the two objec-

tives announced (for more details, please see see Alaeddine

et al., 2014c). It should be noted that the transport graph ex-

cludes certain routes reserved for rescue forces, firefighters,

etc., and/or for the evacuation of major buildings (nuclear
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Figure 5. Assignment of buildings to safety points. Buildings in green are assigned to the northern shelter (ZRO du Nord) and the remaining

buildings (in brown) are assigned to the southern shelter (ZRO du Sud).

infrastructure, hospitals, retirement homes, etc.). Moreover,

a polynomial traffic model is adopted here to compute the

capacity (maximal flow rate) of each road link based on jam

density, free-flow travel time and number of roads lanes. This

traffic model enables to compute the flow-dependent travel

time on roads.

In case of evacuation during a disaster, egress routes

change over time. Anticipating the state of the network can

be helpful to manage traffic and to determine the safest ac-

cess paths to the impacted areas for rescue services (Versini

et al., 2010). We show in the last section of this paper and on

a real site (Gien valley) the consideration of the aspect “road

cut” in STOM.

6 Evacuation priority list

At time of massive evacuation, transportation network does

not allow a simultaneous evacuation of all persons located in

the risk zone. This requires a complex organizational system

to minimize the total evacuation time according to an estab-

lished priority list.

Lim et al. (2012) identified several factors that influence

this priority: the distance of regions from the hazard (hurri-

cane center), the flooding extent and the population density.

Based on this priority list, the authors assigned a score per re-

gion, defining the level of risk. This level of zonal risk is also

established for each building identified by its gravity center

or centroid. However, using this method, all buildings in the

same area or region have the same risk level.

In this paper, evacuation of buildings is based on a priority

list similar to that developed by Lim et al. (2012). However,

in addition to criteria of distance from hazard, flooding extent

and population density, we take into account other factors

including age of the population to be evacuated and distance

Figure 6. Break levees and potential damage on the Tours valley.

of buildings from both dikes and shelters. The last paragraph

of this section gives an explanation for the establishment of

one of the priority lists used in STOM.

In addition, our priority list also depends on the spatial

scale (region, city, area, building). Indeed, at each level or

scale a building has its own priority established according

to priorities of higher levels and influenced by one or more

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/15/687/2015/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 15, 687–701, 2015
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factors. A combination of factors can be set to determine the

priority of buildings at each level.

We present here one of the evacuation priority lists. It is

based on the most exposed areas which need to be removed

at first. These are the areas which lie just behind the dikes.

The map in Fig. 6 shows dike failures and potential dam-

age (in red) on the site of the Tours valley. The dike failures

represented are only those previously experienced since it is

impossible to predict where a rupture will occur.

We divide each evacuation zone (two evacuation zones,

see Fig. 5) into three subzones ([0, 300], [300, 900] and

[900, +]), where, for example, [0, 300] is the area that lies

between 0 and 300 m from the river (see Fig. 7). Moreover,

for reasons of organization and behavior of people, it is desir-

able to evacuate people per neighborhood according to their

exposures. Priority evacuation of two buildings located in the

same neighborhood at the same level (subzone) is defined ac-

cording to their distance to rivers. In other words, the priority

building is that which is closest to the river. The neighbor-

hood with the largest number of buildings located in the level

[0, 300] will be evacuated first, followed by the second prior-

ity neighborhood of level 300 and so on until the last one. Af-

ter evacuating the maximum number of buildings (depending

on network capacity) located in the first level 300, we turn to

the level [ 900 and 900+], repeating successively the same

procedure. We repeat these three steps (levels 300, 900 and

900+) until the evacuation of all buildings in all neighbor-

hoods at all levels is completed. Planning the evacuation of

buildings at risk requires, therefore, the construction of pri-

ority lists specifically tailored for each treated area.

7 Flow and routing optimization

The construction of an evacuation plan is the result of a two-

stage model combining between discrete and continuous pro-

cess. The first phase in this model is to schedule the evacu-

ation of buildings based on an established priority list. The

model assigns, at each time slot (1 h, 30 min, etc.) and by

priority order, the maximum number of vehicles from each

building that is not yet evacuated. This model is subjected

to road capacity, predetermined evacuation paths and desti-

nations capacity (see evacuation scheduling system, Fig. 2).

The second phase of this model focuses on the conversion of

the discrete process (time slots) to a continuous one (time in-

tervals) using a developed VPM. This model, which is based

on a polynomial traffic model enabling to compute flow-

dependent travel time on roads, aims to minimize the depar-

ture times of vehicles while avoiding overlap between suc-

cessive time intervals (see vehicles pursuit model, Fig. 2).

The congestion on the evacuation network causes, of course,

a reduction of the flow entering the network, and therefore

queues will be formed on several roads. In STOM, we avoid

such a situation using two steps: (1) for each time slot, the ca-

pacity (fluid regime) of each road is respected (flow assigned

is lower than or equal to the capacity). This capacity is com-

puted using a polynomial traffic model of the form (Ardekani

et al., 2011)

q = kvf

(
1−

k2

k2
j

)
,

where q is the flow, vf is the free-flow speed, k the den-

sity and kj the jam density. The maximal flow rate (or the

capacity) qm is obtained when
dq
dk
= 0 (see Alaeddine et al.

(2014a), section traffic model). (2) As flow in dynamic net-

work changes over time (increasing of flow followed by a

decreasing) and as the set of buildings evacuated varies from

one time slot to another, congestion on some roads may oc-

cur. We handle this problem by developing a pursuit vehi-

cles model that computes for each origin the minimal evacua-

tion departures times to avoid any traffic jams in the network

(for further details, see Alaeddine et al., 2014a). This two-

stage model was presented in a previous paper (see Alaed-

dine et al., 2014b, d, a).

8 Applications and results

Tests and experiments, as we mentioned before, were per-

formed on two selected study sites: Tours valley (Fr, 37) and

Gien valley (Fr, 45). The first site, protected by a system of

dikes, is subjected to a precautionary evacuation due to sev-

eral factors, among them the relatively high hydraulic flow in

the case of a flood-dike breach. Complementary to the first

site, we perform an evacuation during a possible crisis on the

second site (the Gien valley).

The size of the transportation graph is not limited to a cer-

tain threshold in STOM due to the dynamic implementation

of data structures. All figures in this section, unless otherwise

stated, are generated by STOM evacuation software devel-

oped as part of this project2.

8.1 Descriptive indicators of the network

In this section, we provide the size of graphs of the two study

sites as well some descriptive indicators on the transport net-

work of the site of Tours valley.

We represent the size of the graphs of the two sites through

their connectivity index β, which establishes the relationship

between the number of links and the number of nodes.3 This

index indicates, to some extent, the connectivity of network.

2The tests are performed on an HP Pavilion dv6, Windows 7,

4 GB RAM, Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-2410M, 2.30 GHz.
3Many nodes of the graphs only serve to describe the geometry

of road (curves). In a graph where edges are straight lines (crow

flies), the number of nodes must be reduced. However, it should be

noted that these intermediate nodes have helped us a lot to build

groups of buildings by assigning each building to the nearest net-

work node.
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Figure 7. Division of each of the two zones (relative to the two rivers) into three subzones. Zone [0, 300] is the area that lies between 0 and

300 m from the river.

Normally it ranges between 0.5 and 3 (Sharma and Binda,

2007). The numbers below show that the networks of the two

sites of study (Tours and Gien) are approximately 220 % con-

nected (Bhaduri, 1992):

β =
L

S
,

where L is number of nodes and S is number of arcs.

– βTours=
44 814
19 997

= 2.241

– βGien=
5813
2567
= 2.264

Capacity or maximal flow rate on roads is a very important

element for building an evacuation plan. It is computed by a

polynomial traffic model based on the free-flow speed, jam

density and number of lanes of road links. Figure 8 shows

the capacity (number of vehicles per hour) computed on the

site of Tours valley.

8.2 Preventive evacuation of the Tours valley

The scenario of dam failure is not considered, as we men-

tioned previously, in the Tours valley because of the very

high flood flows on this site. Given the impossibility of es-

timating the accessibility of roads during the flood, we fo-

cus only on the preventive evacuation. The simulation of the

evacuation plan presented here is based on a priority list

which is in turn based on the exposure of people per dis-

trict (see Sect. 6). The preliminary steps are illustrated by

Figs. 9 and 10 while the evacuation scheduling per time slot

is illustrated by Fig. 11. Figure 9a shows the four levels of

hazard on this site while Fig. 9b illustrates the exposure of

original buildings based on the destruction zones relative to

historical dam failures (see Fig. 6). The grouping of original

buildings (by assigning each original building to the nearest

Figure 8. Capacity of roads according to free-flow speed, jam den-

sity and number of lanes on roads.

network node) and the association of each building to one

shelter is given in Fig. 10b. Figure 10b shows the evacuation

network constituent of the three best paths (K = 3) computed

between each origin and destination. The evacuation priority

of buildings per districts based on destruction zones is given

in Fig. 10c (see also Sect. 6 and Fig. 7).

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/15/687/2015/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 15, 687–701, 2015
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Figure 9. The preliminary steps for the construction of evacuation plan I: (a) shows the hazard levels while (b) illustrates the destruction

zones and the assignment of priority to buildings.

In Fig. 11, the different colors of each assembly point (ro-

tation in the direction of clockwise) show the evacuation or-

der of buildings associated to it.

This visualization will be strengthened in the following by

another representation showing the importance of the evacu-

ation based on the exposure of people per district.

Evacuation scheduling based on exposures of districts

For illustration purposes, we focus only on the evacuation of

the center of the Tours valley: the city of Tours. Figure 12

shows the evacuation of buildings per districts according to

the established priority list (see Fig. 7). The buildings are

arranged in descending order of evacuation priority and each

color corresponds to a district.

Figure 13 shows more clearly the evacuation of neighbor-

hoods by their levels of exposure. We note that, at each time

slot, the neighborhoods located in the first level of danger

(band of 300 m located directly behind the dike, see Fig. 7)

are first removed (Beaujardin), followed by those of the sec-

ond level (La Fuye Velpeau) and finally the neighborhoods

of the third level. The three different colors (red, yellow and

blue) represent the three areas of exposure (see Sect. 6).

Figure 13 shows that the evacuation of all neighborhoods

is not consecutive (Beaujardin, Rabelais, etc.). However,

buildings with the same level of exposure (destruction zones)

in each neighborhood were evacuated in an almost sequential

manner (Beaujardin, Febvotte, etc.).

8.3 Evacuation during the flood of the Gien valley

The evacuation of the Gien valley can take place during a

flood crisis since it concerns a slow flooding. In this section

we test the evacuation model STOM during the crisis man-

agement in the Gien valley, complementing its application in

the Tours valley (preventive evacuation).

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 15, 687–701, 2015 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/15/687/2015/
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Figure 10. The preliminary steps for the construction of evacuation

plan II: (a) grouping of original buildings and association of build-

ings (groups of original buildings) to safety points. (b) Calculation

of three best paths between buildings and safe points. (c) Establish-

ment of priorities list according to destruction zones. (d) Buildings

to be evacuated.

8.3.1 Dynamic of hazard

The dynamic of hazard over time on the second site is illus-

trated in Fig. 14. We note the continued accessibility of cer-

Figure 11.

tain network roads even after 107 h from the beginning of the

flood, allowing for a possible evacuation of some buildings

not yet evacuated.
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Figure 11. Evacuation scheduling of the Tours valley. Each subfig-

ure shows the evacuated buildings and the paths taken during the

slot itself.

8.3.2 Simulation of the evacuation of the Gien valley:

network almost submerged

This section is devoted to the simulation of the evacuation of

the Gien valley for two time periods (beginning of the flood

and 125 h later4).

The evacuation in real time during the crisis is not sim-

ulated in STOM because of the lack of dynamic informa-

tion on the network status. However, this simulation does

not seem necessary on this site since it is not a mass evac-

uation. The time slot chosen to illustrate the scheduling of

the evacuation is of 1.5 min because the total evacuation time

computed being less than 30 min (Figs. 15–17). This dura-

tion is justified by the relatively low number of buildings to

be evacuated dispersed along this site. The evacuation paths

4Database provided by DREAL Centre, Orléans, France, 45.

of buildings do not share many arcs (parallel evacuation per

sector).

Figures 15a and 17a represent two cases of buildings: the

remaining buildings to be evacuated and the buildings con-

sidered isolated. The latter are the buildings that can not

be evacuated (we assume they were evacuated earlier) af-

ter a certain time from the beginning of the flood, because

the area to which they belong is already submerged5. The

area shown in blue on the network corresponds to HKW6

and not to the progress of the level of water over time. We

are interested in representing primarily the isolated buildings

(e.g., at t = 127 h) to show the dynamics of the hazard. Thus,

Figs. 15b and 17b illustrate the assignment of buildings to

safety points with an initial percentage of 50 %. This thresh-

old (50 % of the total number of evacuees) probably is not

met due to network disconnection (areas submerged). Fig-

ures 16a and 17c show the three best paths (K = 3) computed

between each origin and destination pair. This number may

suffer a reduction over time for the same reason evoked pre-

viously (network disconnection). Finally, Figs. 16b and 18

show the evacuation scheduling per time slot (1.5 min).

The assignment of buildings to safe points is performed

based on the proximity of the latter, and the established pri-

ority list is based on the distance of buildings from assem-

bly points (from far to near). We note that evacuation routes

computed before or at the beginning of flooding change de-

pending on the evolution of the flood. Figure 17c shows that

evacuation paths of some buildings (bottom left) are much

longer than those of the same buildings at the beginning of

flood (see Fig. 16a).

Moreover the capacity of shelters is not identical af-

ter 125 h (from the beginning of the flood) because of the

network disconnection as mentioned above (see Figs. 15b

and 17b for comparison). In other words, several buildings

that are closer to the shelter in the south must be evacuated

to the north because there is no available path.

8.4 Scenarios and validation of evacuation plan in case

of incidents

The two curves in Fig. 19 show the total evacuation duration

of the two study sites according to a potential reduction in

network capacity. The fall percentage of roads capacity aims

to simulate the total evacuation time in case of incidents. This

is performed by reducing the capacity of each road of evac-

uation network. The new capacity is equal to the initial ca-

pacity minus the percentage of fall and multiplied by the ini-

tial capacity. This simulation aims to determine the validation

level of the horizon time. For example, if after a little fall the

evacuation time computed exceeds the horizon time given,

then the decision-makers should apply some strategies: au-

5A network road is considered submerged (not applicable for

evacuation) if the water level is higher than or equal to 30 cm.
6Highest known water. Provided by the Prevention Plan Flood

Risk.
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Figure 12. Priority list for the evacuation of buildings in the districts of Tours (exposures of districts according to destruction areas). Each

building (x axis) is represented by a circle where its size indicates the number of vehicles evacuated from this building. Each color represents

a district.
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Figure 13. Representation of the evacuation of neighborhoods of the city of Tours based on their exposures. Each building (x axis) is

represented by a circle where its size indicates the number of vehicles evacuated from this building. Each color represents an exposure level

([0, 300]; [300, 900]; [900, +]).

thorizing no-entry, increasing speed, opening an additional

safe area, etc. For reasons of graphical representation, the to-

tal evacuation time of the Tours valley with a fall equal to

99 % is set to 100 h, although it is more than 500 h in reality.

The analysis of these two curves shows that the total evacu-

ation time of the Tours valley remains reasonable with a fall

of capacity less than or equal to 80 %, while that of the Gien

valley remains reasonable with a fall less than or equal to

99 %.

9 Conclusions

The evacuation model STOM can be applied and adapted, if

necessary, to any other site requiring an evacuation, whether

preventive or during the crisis. To apply a pedestrian evacu-

ation (Chalmet et al., 1982; Hamacher and Tufekci, 1987)

(stadiums, ships, etc.), STOM requires a traffic model to

compute a pedestrian travel speed according to the number of

pedestrians crossing the arc (corridor, passage, etc.). In gen-

eral, a given evacuation problem (preventive or during the

crisis) requires determining the evacuation network (fixed or

progressive depending on time), the issues to be evacuated

and the safety points to which evacuees will be directed and

distributed (Kaisar et al., 2012).

The feasibility of an evacuation plan still faces two chal-

lenges related to the behavior of evacuees: respect for evac-

uation routes and departure dates. Simulation of several sce-

narios such as delay departure, noncompliance with calcu-

lated evacuation paths and accidents allows us to verify to

what extent this plan remains robust in terms of total evac-

uation time. Such simulations should update the evacuation

model itself by establishing new constraints to be respected.

Such simulations could also be used to inform people

about this risk and compliance with evacuation instructions.
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Figure 14. Dynamics of the hazard on the Gien valley’s road network.

Figure 15. Construction of the evacuation plan at the beginning of the flood: (a) shows the buildings to be evacuated (in red) while (b) shows

assignment of buildings to safety points.

(a) (b)

Figure 16. Construction of the evacuation plan at the beginning of the flood: (a) illustrates the three best evacuation paths among buildings

and shelters while (b) shows the evacuation of the valley of Gien (each color represents a time slot).
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Figure 17. (a) shows the buildings to be evacuated (in red) and iso-

lated buildings (in blue) 125 h after the beginning of the flood, while

(b) shows assignment of buildings to safety points. (c) illustrates the

three best evacuation paths among buildings and shelters.

Figure 18. Evacuation of the valley of Gien (each color represents

a time slot): construction of the evacuation plan 125 h after the be-

ginning of the flood.
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Figure 19. Construction of the evacuation plan 125 h after the be-

ginning of the floor: evacuation scenarios in case of fall of network

capacity.

In addition, a higher number of safety points will result in the

diversity of k-best paths which in turn enables us to minimize

the total evacuation time and to guarantee a high acceptance

level of the evacuation plan by the concerned population. In

this case, the evacuation plan is similar to a parallel evacua-

tion of several urban areas (neighborhoods, islands, etc.).

As for the evacuation priorities, several tests were carried

out according to different established priority lists. Those

were based on a combination of several criteria such as prox-

imity to the hazard of flooding, the age of the population,

etc. Total evacuation times provided remain very close to the

various priority lists. This would give the crisis management
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actors more flexibility in prioritizing the evacuation order of

the population and neighborhoods.

Of course, the validation of the evacuation plan computed

also requires the realization of real evacuation exercises by

policymakers. From a scientific point of view, these exer-

cises should validate not only the provided results but also the

model input data. Among others, the total evacuation time, a

measure of the risk, should meet the deadlines of a preventive

evacuation. If this condition is not achieved, in order to min-

imize the total evacuation time decision-makers can apply

strategies to change direction of movement, increase speed

on certain network roads, open additional safe areas, etc. Fi-

nally, the construction procedure of evacuation plan should

be regularly updated according to the evolving issues located

in flood areas.

Lastly, mapping of evacuation plan carried out by STOM

evacuation software requires further development in order to

make it more operational (Meyer et al., 2012). Research on

this topic is ongoing.
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